Catching Wind in Coastal Massachusetts:
Suitability of Factors in the North Shore for Generation of Wind Power
Introduction: Why wind?
The following analysis examines whether the following GIS model can help identify if
Beverly or Gloucester, Massachusetts is better suited to provide the conditions needed for
wind generation via offshore turbines for an energy-self-sufficient facility, based on wind
speed, distance from land, and absence of shipping lanes. Wind provides a renewable,
clean energy source that does not pollute air and water, making it better for the environment and human health.

Distance to Land
To find distance from land, data was used from MassGIS: Land Use. Land use polygons were downloaded, rasterized, transformed with Euclidean distance, and reclassified. Turbine placement further from land is preferable in that it lessens visual pollution, which is a barrier to wind energy by the general population. Errors of omission are more likely in the use of this data. In assessing areas where people may view
the hypothetical turbines, those boating may also feel impacted by the visual effect
but may not be properly accounted for, as they are further from land. Distances were
ranked with those closest to shore receiving lower scores. A 0-3km distance received
a 0, 3-13km: 1, 13-24km: 2, and 24km outward: 3. 24km was selected as at about this
distance one cannot see objects offshore. This factor is important to the utility of this
model in that public acceptance in necessary for such a project.

The figure to the right shows potential
turbine sites that could be used to provide the energy for a facility in Beverly,
MA. Scores have been adjusted for distance to Beverly. Hypothetical turbines
were placed in selected locations that
positioned them closest to Beverly over
Gloucester. Due to the presence of a
nearby shipping area and the placement
of Beverly only along the southern shore,
it had fewer options than Gloucester.

Other mediating conditions that have not been captured in this model include projected changes in climate, access to transmission lines, and other factors related to
oceanography and bathymetry that may impact placement.

Results
Methodology
To model the suitability of these two sites, a raster overlay analysis was used. In this,
three main factors were considered: wind speeds, distance from shore, and absence or
presence of shipping lanes. Each of the three criteria were reclassified to receive a score
0-3. Wind speeds were reclassified directly, whereas distance to shore and presence of
shipping lanes were first transformed using the Euclidian distance tool. Each score was
put into a map algebra expression, with wind speeds being weighted more heavily than
the other two factors. Two expressions were used: one for Beverly and one for Gloucester. In each of these expressions, a distance score from that town was incorporated.

Wind
Wind data from MassGIS: Modeled Wind Speeds and reclassified. Wind speeds at 100m
were used, as the average offshore turbine has a height of 90m. This data has a 200m by
200m resolution, which is useable for this data, while not as granular as desired. The
original dataset was projected and clipped to Massachusetts boundaries, which constrict
the amount of data available to within 20-30km of land dependent on the location. It is
possible it has errors of omission in that data may have been lost in creating these
boundaries. Wind generation begins at about 3m/s and peaks at 15m/s. The minimum
speed at this height, 6m/s, received a score of 1 as wind generation can still occur at this
level. 8-9.5m/s received a score of 3 for being the highest speed at this height, as well as
being at and above average wind speeds used for energy generation. Wind speed is
weighted most as its presence or absence determines the ability to produce energy.

Absence of Shipping Lanes
Shipping lanes data was available through the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone Management’s Ocean Resource Information System (MORIS). Shipping lanes data was transformed using Euclidean distance, then reclassified to exclude areas that overlapped with
shipping lanes off the Massachusetts coast. These values were either ranked as no data
(overlapped areas) or 0 (non-overlapping areas) to include only certain areas within the
map algebra expression. Because this data is 10 years old, it may need updating to best reflect current conditions. Additionally, it does not include information regarding other
boating areas, such as recreational boating or fishing areas off the Massachusetts coast,
thus it should not be relied on to fully illustrate concerns regarding watercrafts.

The following maps demonstrate the suitability of different areas in Massachusetts,
starting with scores in the general North Shore area and then narrowing in on options in Gloucester and Beverly. Turbine sites and spacing were based on proximity
to each city and required 5-10 rotor distance (~370ft or ~0.1km per rotor) between
turbines. For this analysis, a distance of ~1km was used between sites.
The figure to the right demonstrates
the suitability of the North Shore area: darker pink areas indicate zones
that are more suitable for wind energy production based on the criteria discussed in the Methodology.
The cutoff in the lower left corner of
the map indicates where shipping
areas have led to an exclusion of
other data from analysis, as these
areas would be impossible for turbine site selection based on available data.

Discussion & Conclusion
Based on the criteria outlined in this analysis, Gloucester seems to be the more suitable city for a facility run on offshore wind, as illustrated in the table below.
Location

Average Score in
Proposed Areas

# Proposed
Turbines

# Proposed Areas

Gloucester

2

16

2

Beverly

2

6

1

While both cities had access to high wind speeds and could achieve distances at or
near 24km from shore to reduce visual pollution, two major factors influenced this
outcome. The first is that shipping lanes significantly narrowed the options for the
city of Beverly. The second factor is that Gloucester had an additional advantage with
coastal access to the north and south of the city.
This model was able to take into account a few essential factors in assessing site suitability of areas to provide the necessary factors for wind energy generation. However, there are many additional considerations that would need to be examined for such
a project to truly accurately assess this. Specific turbine placement would require additional data to ensure secure placement based on ocean conditions and engineering
capabilities. Thus, while this model may be a good starting point to understand conditions related to site suitability for offshore wind, it is merely a jumping off point
from which to bring in other necessary considerations and conditions that would influence the initiation of such a project.
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The figure to the left shows potential
turbine sites that could be used to provide the energy for a facility in
Gloucester, MA. Scores have been adjusted for distance to Gloucester. Hypothetical turbines were placed in selected locations that positioned them
closest to Gloucester over Beverly and
nearby Rockport. The location of
Gloucester allowed for turbine sites to
be both north and south of the city.
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